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INTERVAL LINEAR REGRESSION METHODS
BASED ON MINKOWSKI DIFFERENCE

– A BRIDGE BETWEEN TRADITIONAL
AND INTERVAL LINEAR REGRESSION MODELS

Masahiro Inuiguchi and Tetsuzo Tanino

In this paper, we extend the traditional linear regression methods to the (numerical
input)-(interval output) data case assuming both the observation/measurement error and
the indeterminacy of the input-output relationship. We propose three different models
based on three different assumptions of interval output data. In each model, the errors are
defined as intervals by solving the interval equation representing the relationship among the
interval output, the interval function and the interval error. We formalize the estimation
problem of parameters of the interval function so as to minimize the sum of square/absolute
interval errors. Introducing suitable interpretation of minimization of an interval function,
each estimation problem is well-formulated as a quadratic or linear programming problem.
It is shown that the proposed methods have close relation to both traditional and interval
linear regression methods which are formulated in different manners.

Keywords: interval linear regression analysis, least squares method, minimum absolute de-
viations method, Minkowski difference

AMS Subject Classification: 65G40, 62J05, 26E25, 37E05

1. INTRODUCTION

In order to know a relationship between the dependent and independent variables
based on the observed data, function fitting techniques have been developed. The
traditional one is the regression analysis. In the regression analysis, a certain func-
tional dependency is assumed and the parameters are estimated so as to minimize
a total deviation between observed values and estimated values. The least squares
method is the most well-known and popular method for such a parameter estima-
tion. The minimum absolute deviations method [9] is also proposed as a parameter
estimation method, which has some robust property against a few outlying data. In
the traditional regression method, deviations between observed and estimated data
are assumed to be observation/measurement errors.

On the other hand, fuzzy/possibilistic regression method proposed by Tanaka et
al. [12, 13], it is assumed that deviations between observed and estimated data are
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caused by the fuzziness/possibility of the relationship between the dependent (out-
put) and independent (input) variables. Namely, the functional relationship itself is
assumed to include some indeterminacy so that observed output data may fluctuate.
From this point of view, fuzzy/interval parameters of the assumed function depen-
dency are estimated so as to minimize the sum of widths of estimated fuzzy/interval
dependent (output) values under a condition that all estimated fuzzy/interval output
values include the corresponding observed data.

This approach has been extended to a case when observed output data are not
real numbers but fuzzy/interval values. In this case, three estimation methods were
proposed: Possibility (Pos) Problem, Necessity (Nes) Problem and Complement-
Necessity (C-Nes) Problem [10]. In Pos Problem, the fuzzy/interval parameters are
estimated so as to minimize the sum of widths of estimated fuzzy/interval dependent
(output) values under a condition that all estimated fuzzy/interval values intersect
the corresponding observed fuzzy/interval data. In Nes Problem, which is called
‘the possibility regression model’ later in [3], the fuzzy/interval parameters are es-
timated so as to minimize the sum of widths of estimated fuzzy/interval dependent
(output) values under a condition that all estimated fuzzy/interval values include
the corresponding observed fuzzy/interval data. Whereas Pos and Nes Problems are
extensions of the fuzzy/possibilistic regression model above in case of usual data,
C-Nes Problem is not. In C-Nes Problem, which is called ‘the necessity regression
model’ later in [3], the fuzzy/interval parameters are estimated so as to maximize
the sum of widths of estimated fuzzy/interval dependent (output) values under a
condition that all estimated fuzzy/interval values are included in the corresponding
observed fuzzy/interval data.

Moreover, based on ideas of goodness-of-fit, the least squares approach to re-
gression by functional relationship with fuzzy/interval valued parameters has been
developed under the presence of fuzzy data, i. e., (numerical input)-(fuzzy output)
data and (fuzzy input)-(fuzzy output) data by Diamond et al. [2]. To do this,
they defined a metric distance between two fuzzy numbers. This approach includes
the traditional regression method, i. e., the least squares method as a special case,
whereas Tanaka’s approach does not.

In this paper, we propose interval linear regression methods by (numerical input)-
(interval output) data based on Minkowski difference [1]. In our approaches, we
assume that the functional dependency between input and output variables itself
includes some indeterminacy as Tanaka’s model does and, at the same time, the ob-
served output data include some errors as the traditional model does. Such concepts
are modeled by three kinds of interval equations each of which is a straightforward
extension of the traditional linear regression model. The multiplicity of the extension
is caused by the property of interval calculations. Solving each interval equation, we
can define an interval error and conceptually formulate an interval linear regression
problem as a problem of minimizing the sum of square interval errors or a problem
of minimizing the sum of absolute interval errors. However, since objective func-
tions of the formulated problems are interval functions, the problem is still ill-posed.
To clarify the problems, the lexicographical minimization of the lower and upper
bounds of an interval objective function is introduced in two of three models and
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the minimization of the upper bound of an interval objective function is introduced
in the other model.

It is shown that all linear regression problems are reduced to quadratic or linear
programming problems. The close connection with Tanaka’s Nes and C-Nes models
are revealed in two of the proposed models. The similarity of the third model to Di-
amond’s approach is discussed. Moreover, from the model derivation, the proposed
interval linear regression methods are extensions of the traditional linear regres-
sion methods, i. e., the least squares method and the minimum absolute deviations
method. Indeed, two of the proposed methods reduced to the traditional linear re-
gression method when given data are usual (numerical input)-(numerical output)
data. We give numerical examples in order to show the similarity and the difference
between the previous and the proposed interval regression models.

2. LINEAR REGRESSION METHODS

2.1. Traditional linear regression method

In the traditional linear regression analysis, the output (dependent) variable y is
assumed to be represented as αTx with input (independent) variables xj , j =
1, 2, . . . ,m and a suitable coefficient vector α = (α0, α1, . . . , αm)T, where x =
(1, x1, x2, . . . , xm)T. Given a set of observed input-output data, (xi, yi), i ∈ N =
{1, 2, . . . , n}, the problem is to estimate the suitable α. In the regression analysis,
each observed value yi is assumed to include an error ei so that we have the following
model:

yi = αxi + ei. (1)

The smaller each absolute value of error |ei| is, the more suitable α is. Thus, α
has been estimated so as to minimize the sum of square errors,

minimize
n∑

i=1

ei
2, (2)

or to minimize the sum of absolute errors,

minimize
n∑

i=1

|ei|. (3)

(2) is more frequently used and called the least squares method, on the other hand,
(3) is called the minimum absolute deviations method. Moreover, whereas (2) pro-
vides a maximum likelihood estimator under the normal distribution assumption,
(3) has less effects of the outlying data and is regarded as a kind of robust regression
method.

2.2. Previous interval linear regression methods

Tanaka et al. [12] assumed that the data fluctuations are not caused by errors but
the fuzziness/possibility of the input-output relationship itself. From this point of
view, he proposed a fuzzy linear regression which is also called possibilistic linear
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regression later in [13]. In this regression analysis, we assume that coefficient vector
α of the relationship y = αTx is a possibilistic variable vector restricted by an
(m+ 1)-dimensional fuzzy set A = (A0, A1, . . . , Am)T, where each Aj is assumed to
be a symmetric L-L fuzzy number with center and spread parameters. Thus, given
an input values x, we obtain a possible range of output value y as a symmetric L-L
fuzzy number ATx, where ATx is obtained by the extension principle [4].

Under this assumption, the regression problem is reduced to estimate A, i. e.,
center and spread parameters. Since the data fluctuations are assumed to be caused
by fuzziness/possibility of the input-output relationship, every output data yi should
be located in the possible range ATxi to a certain extent. Under such constraints,
the center and spread parameters are estimated so as to minimize the sum of spreads
of ATxi’s. As is shown in Tanaka et al. [10] and Diamond and Tanaka [3], this ap-
proach is also made in the case of interval linear regression, since interval is a special
case of symmetric L-fuzzy number. In this paper, we discuss interval linear regres-
sion analyses. Thus, we concentrate the further explanation of Tanaka’s approach
on interval case.

Let aC
j and aW

j be the center and width of an interval Aj = [aL
j , a

R
j ], i. e., aC

j =
1
2 (aL

j +aR
j ) and aW

j = aR
j −aL

j . By aC
j and aW

j , an interval Aj is denoted as 〈aC
j , a

W
j 〉.

By the interval computation [8] or equivalently by the extension principle, ATx is
obtained as

ATx =
〈
aCT

x, aWT|x|
〉
, (4)

where aC = (aC
0 , a

C
1 , . . . , a

C
m)T, aW = (aW

0 , a
W
1 , . . . , a

W
m )T and |x| = (1, |x1|, |x2|, . . .

. . . , |xm|)T. Hence, the estimation problem of A is formulated as the following linear
programming problem:

minimize
n∑

i=1

aWT|xi|,

subject to aCT
xi − 1

2a
WT|xi| ≤ yi, i ∈ N,

aCT
xi + 1

2a
WT|xi| ≥ yi, i ∈ N,

aW ≥ 0.

(5)

The objective function shows the sum of widths of ATxi’s and the constraints show
yi ∈ ATxi, i ∈ N . Since a linear programming problem has its optimal solution at
an extreme point of the feasible set, it is easy for variables aC

j and aW
j in (5) to be

zero at the optimum. In order to have more non-zero aC
j ’s and aW

j ’s, Tanaka and
Lee [11] have proposed to use the following objective function:

minimize
n∑

i=1

(aWT|xi|)2. (6)

In this case, the problem becomes a quadratic programming problem. The other
modifications are done also in Tanaka and Lee [11].
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Tanaka et al. [13] has also considered a case where the observed output data are
given as fuzzy numbers or intervals but input data are still given as real numbers.
Such cases are simply called (numerical input)-(fuzzy output) case and (numerical
input)-(interval output) case. Such vague output data can be obtained when output
data are observed several times at the same input values and take the range or when
output value is concerned with human factors such as utility, subjective worth and
some other things obtained through subjective and psychological evaluation.

Since approaches are the same between both cases, we concentrate again in (nu-
merical input)-(interval output) case. Let Yi be the observed output data with
respect to input data xi. In this case, two extensions of the constraints of (6), i. e.,
yi ∈ ATxi, are conceivable. One is Yi ∩ATxi 6= ∅ and the other is Yi ⊆ ATxi. As
can be seen easily, those conditions are reduced to yi ∈ ATxi when Yi degenerates
to a singleton {yi}. Replacing yi ∈ ATxi with Yi ∩ATxi 6= ∅ and with Yi ⊆ ATxi,
we have two different problems. The former problem is called Pos Problem and the
latter is called Nes Problem. Nes Problem is more meaningful than Pos Problem
when we estimate the possible range of output values. Let Yi = [yL

i , y
R
i ], i ∈ N , then

Nes Problem is formulated as the following linear programming problem:

minimize
n∑

i=1

aWT|xi|,

subject to aCT
xi − 1

2a
WT|xi| ≤ yL

i , i ∈ N,

aCT
xi + 1

2a
WT|xi| ≥ yR

i , i ∈ N,
aW ≥ 0.

(7)

We can use quadratic objective function (6) instead of the linear objective function
in (7) so that the reduced problem becomes a quadratic programming problem. We
call the Nes Problem with the linear objective function L-Nes Problem which stands
for the linear Nes Problem, on the other hand, the one with quadratic objective
function Q-Nes Problem which stands for the quadratic Nes Problem.

One of the interesting facts in (numerical data)-(interval data) case is that we
have the converse approach. In Nes Problem, we minimize the sum of widths of
ATxi’s under constraints Yi ⊆ ATxi, i ∈ N . As the converse problem, we may
maximize the sum of the widths of ATxi’s under constraints Yi ⊇ ATxi, i ∈ N .
In spite that the converse problem does not always have a solution but it has a
significant meaning that we may estimate the narrowest ranges of possibility of the
output value as ATx. The converse problem is called C-Nes Problem. Linear C-
Nes Problem (L-C-Nes Problem) formulated as the following linear programming
problem:

maximize
n∑

i=1

aWT|xi|,

subject to aCT
xi − 1

2a
WT|xi| ≥ yL

i , i ∈ N,

aCT
xi + 1

2a
WT|xi| ≤ yR

i , i ∈ N,
aW ≥ 0.

(8)
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Quadratic C-Nes Problem (Q-C-Nes Problem) can be considered by replacing the
linear objective function with a quadratic objective function of (6). However, the
problem becomes a non-convex programming problem (a convex maximization prob-
lem) and is relatively difficult to solve.

On the other hand, Diamond [2] proposed a least squares approach to the fuzzy
linear regression analysis under a situation (numerical input)-(fuzzy output) data or
(fuzzy input)-(fuzzy output) data are given. In the rest of this section, restricting
ourselves into a special case, i. e., the (numerical input)-(interval output) data case,
the method is described briefly.

Given two intervals, Z = [zL, zR] and W = [wL, wR], L2-metric D2 is defined by

D2(Z,W )2 = (zL − wL)2 + (zR − wR)2. (9)

Based on the metric D2, the regression problem of fitting an interval function ATx
to given (numerical input)-(interval output) data (xi, Yi) is formulated as

minimize
n∑

i=1

D2(ATxi, Yi)2. (10)

Using parameters aC and aW, we may write this problem as

minimize
aC,aW

n∑

i=1

(
aCT

xi − 1
2a

WT|xi| − yL
i

)2

+
(
aCT

xi + 1
2a

WT|xi| − yR
i

)2

. (11)

This problem is called a least squares problem or LS Problem for short.
For intervals Z = [zL, zR] and W = [wL, wR], we may define L1-metric D1 by

D1(Z,W ) = |zL − wL|+ |zR − wR|. (12)

As a minimum absolute deviations counterpart, the following regression problem is
conceivable:

minimize
aC,aW

n∑

i=1

∣∣∣aCT
xi − 1

2a
WT|xi| − yL

i

∣∣∣ +
∣∣∣aCT

xi + 1
2a

WT|xi| − yR
i

∣∣∣ . (13)

This problem is called a minimum absolute deviations problem or MAD problem for
short.

3. THE PROPOSED METHODS

3.1. Minkowski difference model

Suppose the input-output dependency itself has some indeterminacy so as to be
expressed by an interval linear function and the given observed data (xi, Yi), i ∈ N
include errors, we have the following model as a direct extension of (1):

Yi = Axi + Ei. (14)
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Note that the model (14) includes not only interval coefficientsA but also an interval
error Ei in the expression of the interval output value Yi.

Let Ei = [eL
i , e

R
i ] with eL

i ≤ eR
i . Then (14) is reduced to





eL
i = yL

i − aCT
xi + 1

2a
WT|xi|,

eR
i = yR

i − aCT
xi − 1

2a
WT|xi|.

(15)

We have eL
i ≤ eR

i if aWT|xi| ≤ yR
i − yL

i . Thus the model (14) implicitly assumes the
width of estimated interval ATxi is not larger than that of the given interval output
datum Yi. Using Minkowski difference ªM, we can represent Ei as Ei = YiªMA

Txi,
where for intervals Z and W , Z ªM W is defined by Z ªM W =

⋂
r∈W (Z − r) and

we have Z ªM W = [zL
i − wL

i , z
R
i − wR

i ] when zR
i − zL

i ≥ wR
i − wL

i . From this fact,
the model (14) is called Minkowski Difference Model or MD Model for short.

In analogy with (2) and (3), we have

minimize
n∑

i=1

Ei
2, (16)

minimize
n∑

i=1

|Ei|, (17)

where the square and absolute values of an interval are defined by

Z2 =

{
[(max(zL,−zR))2, (max(−zL, zR))2] if zL · zR ≥ 0,

[0, (max(−zL, zR))2] if zL · zR < 0,
(18)

|Z| =
{

[max(zL,−zR),max(−zL, zR)] if zL · zR ≥ 0,

[0,max(−zL, zR)] if zL · zR < 0.
(19)

Since (16) and (17) are minimization of an interval function, they are ill-posed prob-
lems. As is in interval programming literature [7], some interpretation of problems
should be introduced such as minimizing the lower bound, minimizing the upper
bound and so on. We interpret problems (16) and (17) as lexicographical minimiza-
tion problems of the lower and upper bounds of interval functions. Let |Ei| have |e|Li
and |e|Ri as the lower and upper bounds, respectively, i. e., |Ei| = [|e|Li , |e|Ri ]. (16)
and (17) are formulated as the following problems:

minimize
n∑

i=1

|e|Li
2

+ ε

n∑

i=1

|e|Ri
2
, (20)

minimize
n∑

i=1

|e|Li + ε

n∑

i=1

|e|Ri , (21)

where ε is sufficiently small positive number (mathematically speaking, non-Archi-
medean number such that ε < r, ∀ r > 0).
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Those problems are reduced to the following quadratic and linear programming
problems:

minimize
n∑

i=1

(
dL
i

2
+ dR

i

2
)

+ ε

n∑

i=1

di
2,

subject to aCT
xi − 1

2a
WT|xi|+ dL

i ≥ yL
i , i ∈ N,

aCT
xi + 1

2a
WT|xi| − dR

i ≤ yR
i , i ∈ N,

aCT
xi − 1

2a
WT|xi| − di ≤ yL

i , i ∈ N,

aCT
xi + 1

2a
WT|xi|+ di ≥ yR

i , i ∈ N,

aWT|xi| ≤ yR
i − yL

i , i ∈ N,
aW, dL, dR, d ≥ 0,

(22)

minimize
n∑

i=1

(
dL
i + dR

i

)
+ ε

n∑

i=1

di,

subject to constraints of (22),

(23)

where dL = (dL
1 , d

L
2 , . . . , d

L
n)T, dR = (dR

1 , d
R
2 , . . . , d

R
n )T, d = (d1, d2, . . . , dn)T. Each

of those problems is called Minkowski difference problem or MD Problem for short.
Moreover, (22) is called a quadratic Minkowski difference problem (Q-MD Problem)
whereas (23) is called a linear Minkowski difference problem (L-MD Problem). Note
that, for i ∈ N , the following equalities are satisfied at optimal solutions of (22) and
(23).

di = max
(
aCT

xi − 1
2a

WT|xi| − yL
i , y

R
i − aCT

xi − 1
2a

WT|xi|
)
,

dL
i · dR

i = 0, |Ei| = [dL
i + dR

i , di].
(24)

Practically (22) and (23) can be solved by quadratic and linear programming tech-
niques with setting ε as a sufficiently small positive number such as 0.001. However,
there is no guarantee that the selected ε is sufficiently small to obtain real optimal
solutions of those problems. In case of (23), we can utilize multi-phase linear pro-
gramming [6] in order to obtain an optimal solution without specification of ε. On
the other hand, an optimal solution to (24) can be obtained without specification of
ε by solving two quadratic programming problems sequentially.

Theorem 1. dL
i + dR

i = 0 if and only if ATxi ⊆ Yi.

P r o o f . It is obvious from the constraints of (22). 2

Theorem 1 shows that constraints of C-Nes Problem (8) are satisfied with (âC, âW)
when the first term of the objective function of (22) (or (23)) is zero at the optimal
solution. From this fact, we can recognize the similarity between C-Nes Problem
and MD Problem. Whereas C-Nes Problem yields a solution only when ATxi ⊆ Yi,
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i ∈ N are satisfied, MD Problem yields a solution even when ATxi ⊆ Yi, i ∈ N
cannot be satisfied.

The similarity between L-C-Nes and L-MD Problems is stronger than that be-
tween Q-C-Nes and Q-MD Problems as shown in Theorem 2.

Theorem 2. Assume there is a feasible solution to (8), i. e., ATxi ⊆ Yi, i ∈ N .
Let qL

i = aCT
xi− 1

2a
WT|xi|−yL

i ≥ 0 and qR
i = yR

i −aCT
xi− 1

2a
WT|xi| ≥ 0. Then,

L-C-Nes Problem is equivalent to a problem minimizing
∑n
i=1(qL

i + qR
i ) subject

to constraints of (8). Similarly, L- and Q-MD Problems are reduced to problems
minimizing

∑n
i=1 max(qL

i , q
R
i ) and

∑n
i=1 max(qL

i , q
R
i )2 subject to constraints of (8),

respectively.

P r o o f . The first assertion of the theorem is easily obtained from aWT|xi|+qL
i +

qR
i = yR

i − yL
i under the assumption. The second assertion comes from the fact that

Ei = [−qL
i , q

R
i ], i ∈ N implies |Ei| = [0,max(qL

i , q
R
i )] under the assumption. 2

Fig. 1. qL
i and qR

i in MD Problem.

Variables qL
i and qR

i are depicted in Figure 1. Under the assumption of Theorem 2,
the sum qL

i +qR
i in L-C-Nes Problem is replaced with the maximum value max(qL

i , q
R
i )

in L-MD Problem. This shows that centers of the estimated intervals obtained from
L-MD Problem lie in more central places of the given interval output data than those
obtained from L-C-Nes Problem.

From the equivalence between maximizing
∑n
i=1 a

WT|xi| and minimizing the
expression

∑n
i=1(qL

i +qR
i ), one may consider a problem minimizing

∑n
i=1(qL

i
2 +qR

i
2),

which is equivalent to (10), under constraints of (8) as a quadratic counterpart of
L-C-Nes Problem other than Q-C-Nes Problem. This quadratic counterpart is called
Q2-C-Nes Problem. We have a similar relationship between Q2-C-Nes and Q-MD
Problems to that between L-C-Nes and L-MD Problems. The difference of objective
functions of Q- and Q2-C-Nes Problems can be seen by

(aWT|xi|)2 = (yR
i − yL

i − qL
i − qR

i )2

= (yR
i − yL

i )2 + qL
i

2
+ qR

i

2 − 2(yR
i − yL

i )(qL
i + qR

i ) + 2qL
i · qR

i . (25)

Since (yR
i − yL

i ) is constant, Q-C-Nes Problem is a linear combination between L-
C-Nes Problem and another quadratic counterpart called Q3-C-Nes Problem which
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minimizes
∑n
i=1(qL

i +qR
i )2 under constraints of (8). It should be noted that Q2- and

Q3-C-Nes Problems are convex quadratic programming problems while Q-C-Nes
Problem is a non-convex one.

Theorem 3. In MD Problems, di = 0 if and only if ATxi = Yi.

P r o o f . It is obvious from |e|Ri ≤ di for any feasible solution to MD Problems.
2

From Theorem 3, we can obtain an interval linear function totally fitted to all
given data when the optimal objective function value of an MD Problem is zero.
Thus, in MD Problem, A is estimated so as first to satisfy ATxi ⊆ Yi, i ∈ N and
then to make ATxi’s as closer to Yi’s as possible under constraints ATxi ⊆ Yi,
i ∈ N .

Theorem 4. When yL
i = yR

i , i ∈ N , i. e., interval output data Yi’s are degenerated
to usual data yi, Q- and L-MD Problems are reduced to the traditional least squares
and minimum absolute deviations problems, respectively.

P r o o f . It is trivial. 2

Theorem 4 reconfirm that MD Problems are extensions of the traditional regres-
sion problems.

3.2. Converse Minkowski difference model

In MD Model, we implicitly assume that the width of Yi is wider than that of
ATxi because Yi is assumed to be a sum of ATxi and an interval error Ei. This
is reasonable when output values are recorded as wider ranges during observation.
We can imagine also the opposite case when output values are recorded as narrower
ranges. Thus, the opposite assumption is also conceivable, i. e., we may assume that
the width of Yi is narrower than that of ATxi. To treat this case, we extend a model
which we get by transposing ei to the left-hand side in (1), i. e., yi − ei = αxi. To
do this, we have

Yi − Ei = ATxi. (26)

In this case, the interval error Ei = [eL
i , e

R
i ] is defined as follows when aWT|xi| ≥

yR
i − yL

i is satisfied: 



eL
i = yR

i − aCT
xi − 1

2a
WT|xi|,

eR
i = yL

i − aCT
xi + 1

2a
WT|xi|.

(27)

Define a sum Z ⊕M W by Z ⊕M W =
⋂
r∈W (Z + r). Then we have Z ⊕M W =

[zL
i + wR

i , z
R
i + wL

i ] when zR
i − zL

i ≥ wR
i − wL

i . Using ⊕M, (26) is equivalent to

Yi = ATxi ⊕M Ei. (28)

We call this model Converse Minkowski Difference Model or C-MD Model for short.
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To C-MD Model, (16) and (17) are considered. In the same manner as MD
Model, those ill-posed problems are treated as (20) and (21). It is different from
the case of MD Model that, for any given (numerical input)-(interval output) data,
|e|Li = 0, i ∈ N are satisfied with sufficiently large aW

j ’s in C-MD Model. Thus, (20)
and (21) are reduced to the following quadratic and linear programming problems,
respectively:

minimize
n∑

i=1

di
2,

subject to aCT
xi − 1

2a
WT|xi| ≤ yL

i , i ∈ N,

aCT
xi + 1

2a
WT|xi| ≥ yR

i , i ∈ N,

aCT
xi − 1

2a
WT|xi|+ di ≥ yL

i , i ∈ N,

aCT
xi + 1

2a
WT|xi| − di ≤ yR

i , i ∈ N,
aW, d ≥ 0,

(29)

minimize
n∑

i=1

di,

subject to constraints of (29).

(30)

Each of those problems is called converse Minkowski difference problem or C-MD
Problem for short. Moreover, (29) is called a quadratic converse Minkowski difference
problem (Q-C-MD Problem) whereas (30) is called a linear Minkowski difference
problem (L-C-MD Problem). Note that, for i ∈ N , the following equalities are
satisfied at optimal solutions of (29) and (30).

di = max
(
yL
i − aCT

xi + 1
2a

WT|xi|,aCT
xi − 1

2a
WT|xi| − yR

i

)
,

|Ei| = [0, di].
(31)

Since the first two constraints of (29) are the same as those of Nes Problem (7),
C-MD Problem is similar to Nes Problem. Moreover, when yL

i = yR
i , i. e., interval

output data Yi’s are degenerated to usual data yi, C-MD problem is similar to
Problem (5).

A stronger similarity between L-Nes and L-C-MD Problems is found in Theo-
rem 5.

Theorem 5. Let gL
i = yL

i −aCT
xi+ 1

2a
WT|xi| ≥ 0 and gR

i = aCT
xi+ 1

2a
WT|xi|−

yR
i ≥ 0. Then, L-Nes Problem is equivalent to a problem minimizing

∑n
i=1(gL

i +gR
i )

subject to constraints of (7). Similarly, L- and Q-C-MD Problems are reduced
to problems minimizing

∑n
i=1 max(gL

i , g
R
i ) and

∑n
i=1 max(gL

i , g
R
i )2 subject to con-

straints of (7), respectively.

P r o o f . It can be proved in the same manner as Theorem 2. 2
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Fig. 2. gL
i and gR

i in C-MD Problem.

Variables gL
i and gR

i are depicted in Figure 2. From Theorem 5, the sum gL
i + gR

i

in L-Nes Problem is replaced with the maximum value max(gL
i , g

R
i ) in L-C-MD

Problem. This shows that centers of the estimated intervals obtained from L-C-
MD Problem lie in more central places of the given interval output data than those
obtained from L-Nes Problem.

From the equivalence between minimizing
∑n
i=1 a

WT|xi| and minimizing the ex-
presssion

∑n
i=1(gL

i +gR
i ), one may consider a problem minimizing

∑n
i=1(gL

i
2 +gR

i
2),

which is equivalent to (10), under constraints of (7) as a quadratic counterpart of
L-Nes Problem other than Q-Nes Problem. This quadratic counterpart is called
Q2-Nes Problem. We have a similar relationship between Q2-Nes and Q-C-MD
Problems to that between L-Nes and L-C-MD Problems. The difference of objective
functions of Q- and Q2-Nes Problems can be seen by

(aWT|xi|)2 = (yR
i − yL

i + gL
i + gR

i )2

= (yR
i − yL

i )2 + gL
i

2
+ gR

i

2
+ 2(yR

i − yL
i )(gL

i + gR
i ) + 2gL

i · gR
i . (32)

Since (yR
i − yL

i ) is constant, Q-Nes Problem is an intermediate problem between
L-Nes Problem and another quadratic counterpart called Q3-Nes Problem which
minimizes

∑n
i=1(gL

i + gR
i )2 under constraints of (7). Q-, Q2- and Q3-Nes Problems

are all convex quadratic programming problems.

Theorem 6. In C-MD Problems, di = 0 if and only if ATxi = Yi.

P r o o f . It is obvious from |e|Ri ≤ di for any feasible solution to C-MD Problems.
2

From Theorem 6, we can obtain an interval linear function totally fitted to all
given data when the optimal objective function value of an C-MD Problem is zero.
Thus, in C-MD Problem, A is estimated so as to make ATxi’s as closer to Yi’s as
possible under constraints ATxi ⊇ Yi, i ∈ N .

3.3. Symmetric Minkowski difference model

We assumed that the width of Yi is narrower than that ofATxi in C-MD Model while
we assumed that the width of Yi is wider in MD Model. When output values are
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recorded as appropriate ranges during observation, both models may be applicable
from Theorems 3 and 6. Moreover, we do not need to assume those assumptions in
this case. In order to treat such a case, the following model is conceivable:

Yi − ELS
i = ATxi + ERS

i , (33)

where superscripts ‘LS’ and ‘RS’ stand for ‘left-hand side’ and ‘right-hand side’,
respectively. In this model, we impose complementary conditions on interval errors
ELS
i and ERS

i such that ELS
i = [0, 0] when yR

i − yL
i ≥ aWT|xi| and ERS

i = [0, 0]
otherwise. Let Ei = ELS

i + ERS
i . Then Ei = [eL

i , e
R
i ] is obtained as

eL
i = min

(
yL
i − aCT

xi + 1
2a

WT|xi|, yR
i − aCT

xi − 1
2a

WT|xi|
)
, (34)

eR
i = max

(
yL
i − aCT

xi + 1
2a

WT|xi|, yR
i − aCT

xi − 1
2a

WT|xi|
)
. (35)

The model (33) is called Symmetric Minkowski Difference Model or S-MD Model
for short.

To S-MD Model, (16) and (17) are considered again. In this case, the lower bound
of |Ei|, i. e., |e|Li is not a convex function of parameters aC and aW. Thus, it is not
easy to solve (20) and (21). However, fortunately, the upper bound of |Ei|, i. e., |e|Ri
is a convex function. Then, we solve the following problems instead of (20) and (21),
respectively:

minimize
n∑

i=1

|e|Ri
2
, (36)

minimize
n∑

i=1

|e|Ri , (37)

Those problems are reduced to the following quadratic and linear programming
problems, respectively:

minimize
n∑

i=1

di
2,

subject to aCT
xi − 1

2a
WT|xi|+ di ≥ yL

i , i ∈ N,

aCT
xi − 1

2a
WT|xi| − di ≤ yL

i , i ∈ N,

aCT
xi + 1

2a
WT|xi|+ di ≥ yR

i , i ∈ N,

aCT
xi + 1

2a
WT|xi| − di ≤ yR

i , i ∈ N,
aW, d ≥ 0,

(38)

minimize
n∑

i=1

di,

subject to constraints of (38).

(39)

Note that |e|Ri = di at optimal solutions of (38) and (39). Each of those problems is
called Symmetric Minkowski difference Problem or S-MD Problem, for short. More
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Fig. 3. pL
i and pR

i in S-MD Problem.

specifically, (38) is called a quadratic symmetric Minkowski difference problem (Q-
S-MD Problem) and (39) is called a linear symmetric Minkowski difference problem
(L-S-MD Problem).

Theorem 7. In S-MD Problems, di = 0 if and only if Yi = ATxi.

P r o o f . It is evident from |e|Ri ≤ di for any feasible solution to S-MD Problems.
2

We can find the similarity between LS (resp. MAD) Problem and Q-S-MD (resp.
L-S-MD) Problem as in Theorem 8.

Theorem 8. Let pL
i =

∣∣yL
i − aCT

xi + 1
2a

WT|xi|
∣∣ ≥ 0 and pR

i =
∣∣yR
i − aCT

xi −
1
2a

WT|xi|
∣∣ ≥ 0. Then, LS and MAD Problems are problems minimizing

∑n
i=1(pL

i
2 +

pR
i

2) and
∑n
i=1(pL

i + pR
i ), respectively. Similarly, Q- and L-S-MD Problems are re-

duced to problems minimizing
∑n
i=1 max(pL

i , p
R
i )2 and

∑n
i=1 max(pL

i , p
R
i ), respec-

tively.

P r o o f . The first assertion is obvious from the definitions of problems. The
second assertion comes from di = max(pL

i , p
R
i ) at the optimal solutions. 2

Variables pL
i and pR

i are depicted in Figure 3. From Theorem 8, the square sum
pL
i

2 + pR
i

2 in LS Problem is replaced with the square maximum max(pL
i , p

R
i )2 in Q-

S-MD Problem. On the other hand, the sum pL
i + pR

i in MAD Problem is replaced
with the maximum value max(pL

i , p
R
i ) in L-S-MD Problem. These facts show that

centers of the estimated intervals obtained from Q- and L-S-MD Problems lie in
more central places of the given interval output data than those obtained from LS
and MAD Problems, respectively. Moreover, all differences between L-C-Nes and
L-MD Problems, between L-Nes and L-C-MD Problems, and between MAD and
L-S-MD Problems are the same, i. e., difference between sum and maximum of pL

i

and pR
i .

As in MD Problems, we have the following theorem.
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Theorem 9. When yL
i = yR

i , i ∈ N , i. e., interval output data Yi’s are degenerated
to usual data yi, Q- and L-S-MD Problems are reduced to the traditional least
squares and minimum absolute deviations problems, respectively.

P r o o f . It is trivial. 2

4. A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

In order to see the similarity and difference between the previous and the proposed
approaches to interval linear regression, we use data of feed speed and surface rough-
ness in [3] (see Table 1). The following interval functional relationship is assumed:

Y = A0 +A1x+A2x
2. (40)

Table 1. Data.

xi Yi
1 [0.19, 0.29]

1.5 [0.24, 0.32]
2 [0.2, 0.27]

2.5 [0.2, 0.46]
3 [0.22, 0.38]

3.5 [0.22, 0.33]
4 [0.35, 0.56]

4.5 [0.37, 0.6]
5 [0.41, 0.89]

Table 2. Results of Interval Linear Regression Methods.

problem A0 A1 A2

L-C-Nes 〈0.446516, 0〉 〈−0.205806, 0〉 〈0.047355, 0.00387〉
L-MD
Q-MD 〈0.449000, 0〉 〈−0.209000, 0〉 〈0.048222, 0.003556〉

L-Nes
Q-Nes 〈0.333333, 0.110000〉 〈−0.080000, 0.074000〉 〈0.028667, 0〉

L-C-MD
Q-C-MD 〈0.332964, 0.125312〉 〈−0.077027, 0.059310〉 〈0.027815, 0.002882〉

MAD 〈0.363000, 0.034000〉 〈−0.135000, 0〉 〈0.038000, 0.014000〉
LS 〈0.366000, 0.058110〉 〈−0.132000, 0〉 〈0.036667, 0.012260〉

L-S-MD 〈0.325000, 0.058728〉 〈−0.118333, 0〉 〈0.036667, 0.009454〉
Q-S-MD 〈0.395246, 0.081168〉 〈−0.157264, 0〉 〈0.041643, 0.008464〉
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Assuming the interval output data are recorded as wider intervals, we apply C-
Nes and MD Models. By solving L-C-Nes, L-MD and Q-MD Problems, we obtain
Ai, i = 1, 2, 3 as in Table 2. On the other hand, assuming the interval output data
are recorded as narrower intervals, we apply Nes and C-MD Models. By solving L-
Nes, Q-Nes, L-C-MD and Q-C-MD Problems, we obtain Ai, i = 1, 2, 3 as in Table 2.
Moreover, assuming the interval output data are recorded as appropriate intervals,
we apply metric and S-MD Models. By solving LS, MAD, L-S-MD and Q-S-MD
Problems, we obtain Ai, i = 1, 2, 3 as in Table 2.

From Table 2, we can recognize the difference among obtained results. However,
results between C-Nes and MD Models, between Nes and C-MD Models and between
metric and S-MD Models are quite similar. The similarities can also be seen in
Figure 4.

Fig. 4. Graphs of the obtained interval functions.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have proposed three kinds of interval linear regression models based on Minkowski
difference. The regression problems were formulated so as to minimize the interval
deviations. Then the idea of formulation is same as the traditional linear regression
methods. However two of formulated interval linear regression problems are simi-
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lar to Nes and C-Nes problems in interval linear regression methods proposed by
Tanaka et al. [10]. From this fact the proposed methods can be seen as a bridge of
the traditional linear regression methods and the previous interval linear regression
methods.

Since the proposed methods is based on minimization of deviations, we can intro-
duce the M-estimator developed in robust regression methods [5] to interval linear
regression problems. This is a future research topic.
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